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Abstract

Objective:

Improved health outcomes can result in economic savings for hospitals and payers. While effectiveness of

topical hemostatic agents in cardiac surgery has been demonstrated, evaluations of their economic benefit

are limited. This study quantifies the cost consequences to hospitals, based on clinical outcomes, from using

a flowable hemostatic matrix vs non-flowable topical hemostatic agents in cardiac surgery.

Research design and methods:

Applying clinical outcomes from a prospective randomized clinical trial, a cost consequence framework was

utilized to model the economic impact of comparator groups. From that study, clinical outcomes were

obtained and analyzed for a flowable hemostatic matrix (FLOSEAL, Baxter Healthcare Corporation) vs non-

flowable topical hemostats (SURGICEL Nu-Knit, Ethicon–Johnson & Johnson; GELFOAM, Pfizer). Costing

analyses focused on the following outcomes: complications, blood transfusions, surgical revisions, and

operating room (OR) time. Cardiac surgery costs were analyzed and expressed in 2012 US dollars based on

available literature searches and US data. Comparator group variability in cost consequences (i.e., cost

savings) was calculated based on annualized impact and scenario testing.

Results:

Results suggest that if a flowable hemostatic matrix (rather than a non-flowable hemostat) was utilized

exclusively in 600 mixed cardiac surgeries annually, a hospital could improve patient outcomes by a

reduction of 33 major complications, 76 minor complications, 54 surgical revisions, 194 transfusions,

and 242 h of OR time. These outcomes correspond to a net annualized cost consequence savings of

$5.38 million, with complication avoidance as the largest contributor.

Conclusions:

This cost consequence framework and supportive modeling was used to evaluate the hospital economic

impact of outcomes resulting from the usage of various hemostatic agents. These analyses support that cost

savings can be achieved from routine use of a flowable hemostatic matrix, rather than a non-flowable topical

hemostat, in cardiac surgery.

Introduction

Inadequate hemostasis during surgery may lead to immediate and long-term
complications in patients who undergo surgery. Excessive blood loss and
allogeneic blood transfusions during or after surgery are associated with
increased morbidity and mortality1–4. Patients experiencing bleeding-related
complications including bleeding events, re-operation to control bleeding,
and/or transfusion of blood products, require an increased hospital length of
stay and longer ICU time resulting in an increased economic burden relative
to patients without these events5. Up to 5% of cardiac surgery patients may
require surgical revision for bleeding; such procedures are associated with
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increased risk of operative mortality6. Moreover, enhan-
cing a surgeon’s view of the surgical field allows for greater
control of intra-operative bleeding, which can reduce
operative times, prevent injuries related to sub-optimal
visualization, and minimize blood transfusions3,7.

Several topical adjunctive products have been
developed to improve intra-operative hemostasis, as
traditional methods for control of intra-operative
bleeding, such as sutures and cautery, can be ineffective
or impractical7. Such products include hemostatic agents,
which can stop bleeding when applied directly to the site
of a bleed; glues and adhesives used to attach tissues or
organs; and sealants, which can create a barrier to
leakage from surgical sites when applied to dry or clamped
surfaces8. Effectiveness of these agents is limited, particu-
larly in patients who have received heparin and at surgical
sites that are actively bleeding or difficult to reach3,7.
As such, a gelatin matrix-thrombin composite product,
the hemostatic matrix (FLOSEAL, Baxter Healthcare
Corporation, Deerfield, IL), was developed to overcome
the above-mentioned limitations of other agents used to
control intra-operative bleeding3. This agent is different
from other advanced hemostatic products such as fibrin
sealants patches, as this flowable hemostatic matrix
(FLOSEAL) is effective in addressing intra-operative
bleeding ranging from mild oozing to aggressive arterial
spurting3, whereas non-flowable hemostats, fibrin sealants,
and fibrin sealant patches are used to address bleeding
ranging from mild oozing to moderate bleeding. These
products, according to their respective package inserts,
should not be used for severe or brisk arterial bleeding.

Prospective randomized clinical trials (RCT) have
found that clinical efficacy of a flowable hemostatic
matrix comparatively to non-flowable topical hemostat
has resulted in significant reduction in time to hemostasis
and greater control of bleeding by reducing patient blood
loss3,7,9.

Nasso et al.10 performed a prospective RCT of patients
undergoing mixed cardiac surgery and also examined the
clinical efficacy of a flowable hemostatic matrix compared
to non-flowable topical hemostats. However, unlike prior
FLOSEAL studies in cardiac surgery, the authors closely
studied additional clinical outcomes (i.e., complications,
revisions for surgery, resource consumption). Patients in
the control group were treated with non-flowable topical
hemostatic patches or sponges of oxidized regenerated
cellulose or purified porcine gelatin (SURGICEL
Nu-Knit, Ethicon–Johnson & Johnson, Somerville, NJ,
and GELFOAM, Pfizer, New York, NY), whereas the com-
parator group was treated with a flowable hemostatic
matrix (FLOSEAL). The study found that patients with
intra-operative bleeding in the flowable hemostatic matrix
(FLOSEAL)-treated group experienced significant reduc-
tions in a range of various clinical

outcomes—hemostasis time, surgical revisions for bleed-
ing, transfusions, and minor complications—compared to
the control group10.

This study demonstrated that the clinical value of a
flowable hemostatic matrix cannot only be tied to rapid
hemostasis and reduction in blood loss, but can also
improve outcomes such as reductions in complications,
transfusions, re-operation rates, and resource consump-
tion. These clinical outcomes tied to impaired hemostasis
suggest that improved control of intra-operative bleeding
produces enhanced outcomes, which in return could pro-
duce cost savings to hospitals and payers. However, an
economic evaluation on such effectiveness has not yet
been conducted.

Our objective is to understand the cost consequence
(i.e., direct cost savings) associated with the usage of a
flowable hemostatic matrix comparatively to a non-
flowable topical hemostat when treating intra-operative
bleeding during surgery. Given the results of the Nasso
et al.10 study, we anticipate there to be qualitative benefits
from the flowable hemostatic matrix group. However, to
what extent these qualitative benefits will transpose to
quantitative costs between the two groups are unknown
and, therefore, the rationale for this study.

As such, a cost consequence framework and supportive
model was developed to comparatively evaluate direct
costs and savings from product usage based on a prospect-
ive RCT reported by Nasso et al.10. The framework
methodology to perform this evaluation will be further
detailed in our methods section, but the high-level steps
are as follows: (1) determine clinical outcomes and inputs
to be applied to the evaluation from the prospective RCT,
Nasso et al. study, (2) obtain and apply key costs inputs
related to clinical outcomes from US databases and litera-
ture, (3) perform cost consequence evaluation modeling,
and (4) perform quantitative sensitivity analyses and
representative ‘real-world’ hospital simulations.

Methods

Overview

A cost consequence model was developed using Microsoft
Excel (Redmond, WA) to estimate clinical and economic
outcomes associated with exclusive use of a flowable
hemostatic matrix (FLOSEAL) or another non-flowable
hemostatic agent (SURGICEL Nu-Knit or GELFOAM)
during cardiac surgery. Estimates were then calculated to
represent an annualized impact based on surgery popula-
tion size, rates of clinical outcomes in this population, and
costs associated with each outcome.

Surgical population size is defined by the number of
mixed cardiac surgeries (e.g., isolated coronary surgery,
isolated valvular surgery, combined coronary/valvular
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surgery, and aortic surgery, alone or in combination) per-
formed in a hospital system. In the model base-case evalu-
ation, the surgical population size was set at 600 patients,
representing an average size cardiac surgery program in a
single hospital. Clinical outcomes for the surgical popula-
tion utilized results from Nasso et al.10, based on the usage
of flowable (FLOSEAL) and non-flowable hemostatic
agents (SURGICEL Nu-Knit or GELFOAM) for intra-
operative bleeding.

Treatment costs included associated complications,
surgical revisions for bleeding, blood transfusions, and
operating room (OR) times; these were applied to the
model’s surgical population. Modeling analyzed the
estimated annualized outcomes and cost savings. Model
base-case costs were obtained from US database analyses
and published literature, and are expressed in 2012 US
dollars (USD). Surgery- and care-related costs were
economically adjusted based on regional market
influences.

Modeling framework

Two key assumptions were applied:
� Cost consequence components included in the model

were assumed to account for all significant differential
costs between the two groups.

� Difference in hemostasis time per case between
comparative groups was assumed to represent an
equivalent absolute difference in total OR time.

Clinical inputs

Key clinical inputs were applied from the prospective RCT
or through personal communication with study investiga-
tors10. Clinical inputs are detailed below. The input values
used in the model are summarized in Table 1.
� Average hemostasis time per surgery (i.e., operative

time from decannulation to closure of the sternum).
� Rate of major complications (i.e., stroke, sepsis, shock,

and myocardial infarction [MI] and any combination of
two or more major complications).

� Rate of minor complications (i.e., renal failure, respira-
tory insufficiency, inotropic support lasting more than
24 h, and any combination of two or more minor
complications).

� Rate of perioperative events of surgical revision after
initial transfer to the ICU.

� Rate of blood transfusions.
� Comparative between-group differences in the rates of

all primary end-points noted were statistically signifi-
cant (p50.05) except for the composite end-point of
any major complication (p¼ 0.34).

� Surgical population case types were assumed to have
similar distribution of scheduled elective primary

cardiac surgery (coronary [36%], valvular [29%],
aortic [17%], or combined [18%]) as witnessed by the
Nasso et al.10 study with outcomes from the intra-
operative bleeding (n¼ 214) cohort.

� Patients (n¼ 415) were randomized to either the flow-
able hemostatic matrix group or the non-flowable
hemostat group, which was further divided into
SURGICEL Nu-Knit absorbable hemostat (60.2%)
and GELFOAM (39.8%). (Detailed study information
supplied by personal communication from Dr Nasso.)

Cost inputs

Key costs related to clinical outcomes were applied based
on published literature and analyses of 2010 US hospital
discharge data from six states11–16. The selected state data-
bases capture variation in healthcare costs and together
provide a representative national sample. These databases
contain merged discharge-level demographic, clinical, and
economic data for all hospital discharges within a given
year for patients of all ages and covered by all payers
(e.g., Medicare or private). Mean hospital charges
obtained from the database analysis were adjusted by
applying a cost-to-charge ratio and an inflation adjustment
of 1.065 per the Medical Care Consumer Price Index to
report 2012 USD costs. Cost inputs are detailed below.

Table 1. Study end-points and results among patients with intra-operative
bleeding10.

Clinical outcomes

FLOSEAL
group

(n¼ 110)

Comparator
groupa

(n¼ 104) p value

Hemostasis Time (min),
M (SD)b

32.1� 5.4 56.3� 8 50.001c

Major complicationsd 13 (11.8%) 18 (17.3%) 0.34
Stroke 15.4% 11.1%
Shock 23.0% 22.2%
Sepsis 23.1% 22.2%
Myocardial infarction 23.1% 27.8%
Combined (2 or more) 15.4% 16.7%

Minor complicationsd 23 (20.9%) 35 (33.6%) 0.04c

Renal failure 21.7% 22.9%
Respiratory
insufficiency

30.4% 31.4%

Inotropic support,
less than 24 h

34.8% 34.3%

Combined (2 or more) 13.1% 11.4%
Revision for bleeding 5 (4.5%) 14 (13.5%) 0.04c

Transfusion of blood
products

28.2% 60.6% 50.001c

aComparator group was composed of 60.2% SURGICEL Nu-Knit and 39.8%
GELFOAM.
bHemostasis time is defined as the operative time from decannulation to
closure of the sternum.
cIndicates a significant difference among groups (p50.05).
dClinical outcomes by group for individual major and minor complications
were recorded in the study and provided by personal communication with
study investigators.
SD, Standard deviation.
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The input values used in the model are summarized in
Table 2.
� Initial surgery
� Costs associated for cardiac surgery type.
� Criteria for inclusion in the database analysis were

based on pre-specified procedure codes in discharge
records.

� Complications
� Incremental costs of surgery including management

of peri- and post-operative clinical events.
� Major and minor complications, surgical revision

for bleeding, and complications present or with revi-
sion for bleeding were isolated and categorized,
respectively.

� ‘Complicated’ cases were those associated with post-
hospital admission secondary discharge diagnosis
codes (International classification of Diseases,
Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification [ICD-9-
CM]) for MI (410.x0, 410.x1), stroke (434–
434.99, 436, 433.x1), sepsis (995.91, 995.92),
shock (785.50–785.59), renal failure (586, 584–
584.9), respiratory insufficiency (786.09, 518.81,
518.82, 518.5), or low output syndrome (428.9) rep-
resenting treatment of inotropic support (424 h).

� Incremental cost of complication was calculated as
the average cost of the initial surgery subtracted
from the average cost of the initial surgery with
complication.

� Resource utilization
� OR time

g Base-case cost of $360.00 per 15 min of OR time
was calculated from an average per-minute cost
for OR time across five different high-volume
surgical procedures17.

� Blood transfusions
g Total cost of a blood transfusion was calculated

using an estimated incremental hospital cost of
$2223 (expressed in 2012 USD) per single-unit

allogeneic blood transfusion; reflecting costs of
adverse effects and increased resource use asso-
ciated with allogeneic blood18.

g Base-case average blood units transfused per sur-
gery were 2.8 units10.

� Other hospital costs such as hospital and ICU
length of stay (LOS) and supplies were not impli-
citly captured in other components of the model as
these incremental costs are accounted for within the
complication costs. For example, hospital and ICU
LOS difference was implicitly captured in the incre-
mental costs associated with complications.

� Economic adjustment
� All costs were adjusted based on regional economic

indices obtained from the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) (2012)19. The economic
index for the base-case model is 1.0, representing
the US national average.

Model analyses

Modeling outputs were expressed in terms of annualized
comparative clinical and economic outcomes avoided
from exclusive use of a flowable hemostatic matrix
(FLOSEAL) vs non-flowable topical hemostats
(SURGICEL Nu-Knit or GELFOAM) for cardiac surgery.
Comparative clinical and economic outcomes analyzed
cumulative differences in major and minor complications,
surgical revisions for bleeding, transfusions, and
OR time (hours). Net cost impact of �20% adjustments
to model inputs values was evaluated for a determin-
istic sensitivity analysis (SA). To ensure practicality,
several input parameters were coupled in the
sensitivity analyses—that is, exclusive values were
adjusted and evaluated simultaneously. A series of
scenarios reflecting possible real-world inputs were
evaluated.

Table 2. Model cost inputs.

Surgery-related costs (including cost of surgery) Cost ICD-9-CM procedure code or secondary diagnosis code

CABG, valve surgery, thoracic aortic surgery, no complication $43,176 36.10, 35.1–35.28, 35.31, 35.32, 35.33, 35.39, 38.45
With revision, no complication $67,703 34.03, 39.41
With stroke $60,026 434–434.99, 436, 433.x1
With shock $63,062 785.50, 785.59
With sepsis $106,774 995.91, 995.92
With MI $54,962 410.x0, 410.x1
With combined major complications (2 or more) $97,600 –
With renal failure $61,348 586, 584–584.9
With respiratory insufficiency $60,916 786.09, 518.81, 518.82, 518.5
With inotropic support424 h $53,193 428.9 (low output syndrome)
With combined minor complications (2 or more) $100,889 –

CABG, coronary artery bypass grafting; h, hour; ICD-9-CM, International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification; MI, myocardial infarction;
USD, US dollars.
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Results

Cost consequence evaluation modeling estimates for a
cardiac surgery population of 600 patients resulted in
fewer clinical and economic consequences—major com-
plications (33 fewer resulting in $1.07 million saved),
minor complications (76 fewer resulting in $1.43M
saved), surgical revisions for bleeding (54 fewer resulting
in $1.32 M saved), blood transfusions (194 fewer resulting
in $1.21M saved), and hours of OR time (242 fewer result-
ing in $0.35M saved)—while noting that major complica-
tions were not statistically significant in the Nasso et al.10

study. Cumulative outcomes resulted in $5.38M of cost
consequences using the non-flowable topical hemostat
group. These results are presented in Table 3.

A deterministic SA was conducted to assess the impact
of �20% adjustment in the value of clinical and cost
inputs. The 10 model inputs to which the cost impact
was most sensitive are shown in Figure 1. Additionally,
several relevant scenarios were tested to understand the
clinical and economic impact of practical cross-sectional
adjustments to case load, US geographic region, and clin-
ical and cost model parameters on a US hospital. These
representative scenarios are shown in Table 4.

Based on US national averages, an avoidable cost
consequence would result until a surgical case hemostat
acquisition price differential (i.e., difference between flow-
able hemostatic matrix and the non-flowable topical
hemostat) reached $8960.36 per average case. At this
acquisition price differential, while a clinical outcomes
consequence would still exist for the non-flowable topical
hemostat group, there would no longer be an economic
cost consequence between the comparative groups.

Discussion

Topical hemostats are often used by surgeons to treat
bleeding during surgery when bleeding cannot be

Figure 1. Sensitivity analysis results.

Table 3. Annualized clinical and economic consequences for a single
hospital with 600 cardiac surgeries per year.

Consequences Clinical outcomes
(number avoided)

Economic outcomes
(cost savings)

Major complications* 33 events $1.07M
Minor complications 76 events $1.43M
Surgical revisions

for bleeding
54 events $1.32M

Blood transfusions 194 events $1.21M
Operating room time 242 hours $0.35M

*Difference in rate of major complications between FLOSEAL group and
comparator group was not found to be statistically significant in the trial
outcomes.
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controlled by conventional methods (e.g., suturing,
cautery, or manual compression) or when conventional
methods are impractical10. Topical hemostats can be cate-
gorized as passive or active, referring to the mechanism of
action the agent provides during surgery. Passive agents act
via bleeding site contact activation and promotion of
platelet aggregation, and include collagens, cellulose,
gelatins, and polysaccharide spheres. Active agents act
biologically on the clotting cascade and include thrombin.
Categories comprised of active agents are flowable topical
hemostats and sealants, including fibrin sealants, poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) polymers, albumin and glutaralde-
hyde, and cyanoacrylate3,7. Studies have shown that
higher efficacy is observed from active agents vs passive
mechanical agents in human trials. One such prospective
RCT was the Nasso et al.10 trial which compared an active
flowable hemostatic matrix containing thrombin
(FLOSEAL) to a passive non-flowable hemostat agent
(SURGICEL Nu-Knit and GELFOAM). This study
proved to be valuable as it represented the first
FLOSEAL study in cardiac surgery that evaluated clinical
outcomes outside of hemostasis (e.g., major and minor
complications, revisions for bleeding, and transfusions).

We developed a cost consequence model to estimate
the potential cost savings of using an active flowable
hemostatic matrix (FLOSEAL) to control intra-operative
bleeding during cardiac surgery. The base-case analysis
suggests that, in a cardiac surgery population of 600
patients, the net cost impact of the flowable hemostatic
matrix comparative to non-flowable topical hemostat is
substantial to a hospital and payer, given reductions in
avoidable costs related to complications, surgical revisions,
blood transfusions, and OR time.

Various sensitivity and scenario analyses suggested the
net cost impact of the flowable hemostatic matrix was
positive across a broad range of cardiac surgical case
loads, US geographic regions, rates of clinical outcomes,
and costs drivers. In particular, exclusion of costs asso-
ciated with major complications, which did not differ sig-
nificantly between groups in the RCT10, still resulted in an
avoidable net cost savings of $4.3M from usage of the
flowable hemostatic matrix group. Additional costs may
be realized beyond these figures, as modeling did not reflect

opportunity costs associated with improved OR through-
put (i.e., OR capacity improvement) and reductions to
inpatient bed capacity constraints (i.e., freeing inpatient
or critical care beds once occupied by surgical
complications).

While the clinical inputs of the model were obtained
from one randomized trial10, the flowable hemostatic
matrix has been clinically examined in numerous surgical
settings. In prospective RCTs, a flowable hemostatic
matrix has been shown to be more effective than other
methods of controlling bleeding in patients undergoing
cardiovascular, vascular, and orthopedic surgery3; spinal
surgery7; vascular surgery9; sinus surgery20; abdominal
myomectomy21; and total thyroidectomy22.

Additionally, Krishnan et al.23 performed a database
analysis examining hospital length of stay (LOS) in
patients who underwent cardiac surgery, suggesting that
use of the flowable hemostatic matrix (FLOSEAL) was
associated with economic benefits. In this study, cardiac
surgery patients who were treated with the flowable hemo-
static matrix (FLOSEAL) were significantly less likely to
exceed their expected LOS (odds ratio (OR)¼ 0.791,
p50.01), and the incidence of a longer-than-expected
LOS was lower (incidence rate ratio (IRR)¼ 0.891,
p50.01) comparative to those who received other treat-
ments for hemostasis23. Like our cost consequence ana-
lysis, these data suggest that the use of the flowable
hemostatic matrix to control bleeding during cardiac sur-
gery may lead to better economic outcomes. However,
evaluations are recommended to further build on this evi-
dence by performing prospective or retrospective studies to
better understand utilization and cost consequences from
various hemostatic agents when used in surgery; analyzing
complications, healthcare resource consumptions, and
associated costs from individual hospitals across the US.

Several limitations to this cost consequence analysis
exist, including: (1) the use of incremental costs for com-
plications assumes the difference represents attributable
costs of having the complication; (2) the cost of a unit of
blood can vary depending on the definition; however,
transfusion cost represents only 20% of the savings in
the base case; and (3) generalizability of the results to
other settings may be limited given that clinical outcomes

Table 4. Model variant scenario analyses, presenting varying case loads, regional adjustments, and clinical outcomes, on the
resultant cost consequence.

Variant # Annual case
load

Geographic location Variable inputs Resultant cost
consequence

1 600 National average – $5.38M
2 600 New York City, NY – $6.69M
3 375 Minneapolis, MN Excluding major complications $2.86M
4 100 Lafayette, LA Reduction of 75% of surgical revisions,

and excluding major complications
$0.58M
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data was from a prospective RCT conducted in two hos-
pitals in Italy.

Conclusion

Base-case modeling suggested use of an active flowable
hemostatic matrix (FLOSEAL) during cardiac surgery
was associated with improved clinical and economic
outcomes as compared to two other passive non-flowable
topical hemostats. This resulted in net savings compared
with the comparator group due to reductions in complica-
tions, revisions, transfusions, and OR time. Results were
consistent, even when outcomes rates and costs were chan-
ged. It is recommended that further studies are performed
to better understand utilization and cost consequences
from various hemostatic agents when used in surgery.
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